
Data transfer as one-two-three

eptos™ SAP® Interface

Data management and exchange are essential and critical for any 
company and product. Thanks to a streamlined, automated, and well-
established data transfer process, your product will be more successful 
and of higher quality.



The eptos SAP® interface connects eptos™ with one or more SAP® 
systems and supports the user in product information maintenance by 
automatically bidirectionally synchonizing changes from eptos™ to SAP® 
via the SAP® Interface.



An essential component of high-
quality information transmission is 
well-structured and ordering 
synchronized from both sides. 
eptos™ SAP® Interface allows you to 
maintain a dictionary that will 
compare data from both systems - 
eptos™ and SAP®, and correctly 
synchronize information between 
them. This reduces errors and 
generally ensures proper data 
management.

Dictionary

Management

The eptos™ SAP® Interface supports 
you in creating, maintaining and 
updating your material master 
data through rule-based 
communication between the 
eptos™ Item Manager and your 
SAP® system. With the help of 
eptos™ SAP® Interface, all stages of 
creation can be fully automated, 
performed all at once and ensure 
consistent rule based material 
description.

Material Master Data 
Management

Ensure your product has correct, 
up-to-date and relevant technical 
product data. Using the eptos™ 
SAP® Interface, you will be able to 
transfer essential information, such 
as order and production-relevant 
product characteristics, needed to 
support business processes, such 
as pricing, inventory management, 
stock valuation, procurement 
control of sub-components, and 
more.

Product Information 
Management

Do you have questions?
Contact us
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Tel.:  +43-1-236 66 68-0

info@paradine.at

paradine.at

: paradinegmbh

Benefits

Get an easy and convenient way to create and 
update classification structures and material master 
(including rule based short and long texts) from 
eptos™ in your SAP® system.

Universal interface

In addition to the usual data about your products, 
you can also transfer and synchronize data about 
your vendors (e.g. vendor related purchase order 
text and others) between eptos™ and SAP® systems.

Product data and more

Regardless of the number of systems that need to 
transfer or exchange manufacturer and vendor 
information, the eptos™ SAP® Interface allows you to 
interact with multiple SAP® systems simultaneously, 
while maintaining failsafe technical communication, 
optional using PI/PO.

Multi-stream data transfer

Automate not only the essential Material Master 
creation processes, but also vendor info records in the 
course of the material master creation. Synchronize 
material stock locations and stock quantities from SAP® 
to eptos™.

Automate everything, synchronize more

eptos™ SAP® Interface

Features
Interface for synchronizing SAP® Material Master (MM)

Interface for synchronizing SAP® Classification (CA-CL)

Automated data transfer process

Compatible with many eptos™ modules

Native SAP® Staging System Imports

Creation of Vendor records

SAP® is a trademark or registered trademark of SAP® SE.

We are proud that eptos™ solutions are also successfully used by:

Reference customers


